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The Tenth International Conference on Advances in System Testing and Validation Lifecycle (VALID 2018), held on October 14 - 18, 2018- Nice, France, continued a series of events focusing on designing robust components and systems with testability for various features of behavior and interconnection.

Complex distributed systems with heterogeneous interconnections operating at different speeds and based on various nano- and micro-technologies raise serious problems of testing, diagnosing, and debugging. Despite current solutions, virtualization and abstraction for large scale systems provide less visibility for vulnerability discovery and resolution, and make testing tedious, sometimes unsuccessful, if not properly thought from the design phase.

The conference on advances in system testing and validation considered the concepts, methodologies, and solutions dealing with designing robust and available systems. Its target covered aspects related to debugging and defects, vulnerability discovery, diagnosis, and testing.

The conference provided a forum where researchers were able to present recent research results and new research problems and directions related to them. The conference sought contributions presenting novel result and future research in all aspects of robust design methodologies, vulnerability discovery and resolution, diagnosis, debugging, and testing.

We welcomed technical papers presenting research and practical results, position papers addressing the pros and cons of specific proposals, such as those being discussed in the standard forums or in industry consortiums, survey papers addressing the key problems and solutions on any of the above topics, short papers on work in progress, and panel proposals.
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We hope the VALID 2018 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in system testing and validation. We also hope Nice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract – Concept and Design of systems with sheer complexity at various abstraction levels is becoming tedious and time consuming process. To comply with the expected requirements, subsequent validation and verification becomes even more time consuming and expensive. When it comes to platform level validation and debug, there are various fronts that are to be looked at with great depth. In case of laptops/desktops the system stack includes hardware, silicon, firmware, bios, operating system, various drivers and applications. In complex systems, finding root cause of issues caught at platform validation is challenging and increases debug throughput. In this paper, we will introduce a methodology for validation and debug that could be applied across similar systems. This methodology is bound to shorten the life span of test plan creation, early identification, debug and root cause of issues. This will result in cost saving and shorter time to market.

Keywords: Test Plan; Use case; Scenario; Win-DBG; JTAG; Silicon Debug.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every year the computing systems are becoming more complex and as a result there is an increase in overall product life cycle time starting from concept, design, development and validation. The validation and platform debug needs to be very efficient and test cases needs to be derived from real use cases in-order to exercise all corner scenarios. The other possibilities can also include stress testing of the systems that has to be done with existing and newer features. Stress and Stability testing consumes the maximum duration of validation as the test duration spans across days, these test increases the workload of the platform validation teams exponentially due to sporadic failures which takes more time to repro. The methodology that is proposed in this paper can be used by extensive number of teams/customers that are working on platform validation; be it original design manufacturer or original equipment manufacturer or the in-house validation teams that are responsible for product readiness and deployment. This paper provides an introduction to the concept of use cases as one of the obelisk of validation metric in order to scale the validation and also make the entire coverage robust and more adaptive. Using the concept of use cases to bolster the system validation, there is a preeminent advantage in the issue debugging and also gauging of coverage across platform which can provide status for overall product readiness with respect to the quality requirements.

Currently the state of the art validation methodologies that are used by original equipment manufacturers and original device manufacturers and also the in-house validation teams is based on feature based approaches and the one proposed here currently is being used for the first time in broad system level context.

The paper is outlined as follows. In section II, the concept of use cases is explained. In section III the generic approach of platform testing and debug via use cases is proposed. In section IV with one of the running examples the concept of use case and usage revelation is brought forward, also ease of debugging of issue is explained in section V. The paper finishes with conclusion in section VI.

II. HYPOTHESIS

The conventional way in which the system validation is performed revolves around the new feature debut, in a particular platform whether it is a hardware or software, then checking if the standalone operation of feature matrix is proper, and if the answer to that is yes; then subsequently it has to be validated and substantiated for the different flows at the platform level. Considering there is sprouting feature list and also the new evolutions of system use patterns; platform test plan intricacy & validation cycle time increases multifold.

In order to mitigate and get the details on the above list of features sorted out, there is a need of mechanism that would give us portable and more systematic way of tracking features at platform, which would eventually touch all the underlying sub-features. Hence, instead of looking at the system from new features standpoint we look at the system from the usage scenarios.

The end-user when aims to use the system, what is the way in which the system is used. Complexity of such flows
is taken into account and once that use case list is in place, we have more or less a constant feature list that would cover a particular domain. Once the list of use cases is fairly constant platform over platform there is more transparency in terms of tracking. Further to that depending on a new feature introduction, be it architectural or any software dependent it can be knit into the particular use case; solving both the purposes, keeping the main test tracking list constant and also incorporating the new testing scenarios. We are following the inverted edifice approach to solve the test case intricacy and other allied issues.

Right hand side of Figure 1 represents the Conventional mode while the left side represent the proposed methodology. As paper progresses, it would be more relevant and clear how can we have ease of validation and debug addressed by new use case based approach.

III. TEST AND DEBUG TRIGGERED VIA USE CASE

Having understood the use case approach, we need to check the details on the usage of the same with respect to the validation and debug on real world platform. The following section takes a look at both the validation and debug of platform spanning out with the use case based approach from an idealist system standpoint. In order to understand about applicability of use case approach for debug and validation strategies, we need to first observe on type of abstraction layers we have and then pertaining to abstraction layers, what kind of validation problems and debugging complexities can precede. Identification of problem, with anticipated complexities & trying to address it with proposed approach would help, in reduction of both the validation as well as debugging related issues. This is seen in the following section with hibernate system state example.

Taking into account the “outside in approach” we normally see what a silicon (CPU) offers, after that we design the features, as well as other supported customaries. When we have the requisite hardware, i.e., silicon and board, it comes to the BIOS, Firmware’s & device drivers. When all these things are good, we then move towards the choice of “OS” and the subsequent test requirements that are needed in-order to perform our validation. From the representation in Figure 2, it becomes much evident on what complex level the System validation happens.

Validating a scenario with proper use case defined becomes easier to test & articulate. Let us take a look at small example to explain how a use case definition can help to ease the complexity of validation. Goal is to validate system states that a system under test supports, and see what the test coverage is attached to the particular use case, map it back and get information about supported power states. Using various tools we can get re-confirmation that indeed these are the power features that we are expecting on the system. Once the existing use case is available amalgamating any new power feature onto the system power state matrix, becomes quite a simple task. Figure 3 provides an insight into one of the systems and the various power states that it supports in particular. This is a toned down version of multiple states via which the system can navigate through in different phases of validation and actual usage.

Figure 1 Inverted edifice: use case vs feature based approach.

Figure 2 Silicon to Software features depiction and traditional testing methods.

Figure 3 System and corresponding supported and un-supported power states.

In addition to the validation strategies of available power states & checking on the coverage gap of existing power states or completely abstaining power state, we can also look at the use case definition as one of the major pillars for debug.
Consider one of the debugging scenarios here with platform power policy and the way failure condition is debugged. We expect S4 (Hibernate) state as a default platform state present, but for some reason we have the S4 (Hibernate) not mentioned in the available states list. Then, from the use case lists we can take starting point as absence of S4 (Hibernate) state & what are the platform use cases that would be hindered and in-turn what feature lists cannot be tested. Then from Figure 2. Silicon to Software depiction, we can check that what can be the probable cause of system state failure, whether it maps to silicon abstraction layer or due to any other failure. Once the leads are generated the debug process direction is decided accordingly. Say we have issue with the OS then follow up software debugging is done and subsequent resolutions would get us the issues sorted out.

IV. VALID USE CASE ANALYSIS

This section demonstrates the usage of this model to get more robust understanding of use case application. For explanation purpose, system state Hibernate a.k.a. S4 is considered. Validation plans & tests are derived from use case scenarios. Various Combination and tests are planned with S4 entry/exit criteria kept in mind. Coverage is quantified with features planned and validation matrix created subsequently for an end to end use case and flow.

Basic understanding of Hibernate use case, provides information such as the condition of system, power consumption during hibernate, input wake mechanism, how system should behave after wake and what to restore after hibernate exit. Additionally various user scenarios which include multi domain interactions are also covered. Table I enlists some of the features/test that needs to be checked and covered during Hibernate use case validation.

### Table I. FEATURE/TEST CASE CHECKS DURING HIBERNATE USE CASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SI No</th>
<th>Condition in Hibernate</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>System in off condition</td>
<td>Yes during entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Power consumption status</td>
<td>While in S4 system should measure the lowest power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wake scenario</td>
<td>Wake using USB, LAN or any other input source based on the system feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Context Saving</td>
<td>While entry, hiber file should be generated with all the active context stored and on exit it should retrieve all the context from the Hiberfile.sys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Battery Management</td>
<td>System should trigger Hibernate based on the amount of time the system is in idle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>Involves Time taken for entry and exit for hibernation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Memory Management</td>
<td>Check System memory Decomposition when resumed from Hibernation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Video/Audio Resume after Hibernation</td>
<td>Context shouldn’t be lost and user should be able to resume the MM content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Input Sequence</td>
<td>What type of input sequence need to be planned for entry such as power button, via OS , using scripts etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Understanding few of the scenarios would help in gauging usage of this model on real system cases. Gradually starting with the functional test then moving to inter operational tests, stress test and finally to the reliability checkouts is the methodology of this use case model.

In every stage of checkouts, various tests are performed and result is measured against expected outcome. Starting with functional checks where the basic entry/exit of hibernation is tested and expectation is to have all the precondition met. Entry to S4 when initiated, triggers following processes all apps drivers and services are notified, all the system context is saved on the boot media. Resumption from S4 is determined by OS boot manager by detecting a valid hibernation file, after that it directs the system to resume, restoring the contents of memory and all architectural registers, the contents of the system memory are read back in from the disk, decompressed, and restored back to its original state [4].

![Figure. 4 System power state details](image-url)
After functional tests, few inter-operability scenarios are run to make sure system memory is checked properly with all active context saved and resumed. The example scenarios for system memory check would be video player run resuming from where it was paused or YouTube streaming window reloaded and paused, etc. Consecutive Hibernate cycles, with counts gradually increasing from 100, 500 to 1000 are checked. This provides the overall stability and confidence on the system reliability. Additionally inclusion of traffic along with hibernate cycle is done where, scenarios such as Bluetooth file transfer and S4 cycles simultaneously, are run for multiple iterations.

### TABLE II  DIFFERENT HIBERNATION FILE BASED ON FAST STARTUP OPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hibernation File Type</th>
<th>Default Size</th>
<th>Supports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULL</td>
<td>40% of physical memory</td>
<td>Hibernate, Hybrid Sleep, fast Startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUCED</td>
<td>20% of physical memory</td>
<td>Fast Startup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. ISSUE DEBUG ON HIBERNATION

Debugging any issue from platform remains challenging and most troublesome due to the sheer number of variables that can affect the flow. It becomes more tedious and cumbersome process if any power flow is involved as there are numerous transitions which increases failure probability & debug complexities. Of the all power state flow Debug of Hibernation use case remains is one of the toughest.

For any power flow it has two contexts, 1st being entry and 2nd being exit or resume from concerned power state. Issues mostly prevail among these two context. The issues seen can be categorized into following failure buckets.

1. Context not getting saved after resuming from S4
   a. The system is not taking the S4 flow and entering into other alternative Power flow path such as S3 or S5.

2. Devices not recognized after resuming from S4
   a. Multiple devices gets lost or doesn’t detect after resume such as storage devices like USB, Yellow bangs to various modules such as Connectivity modules, IO or any controllers.

3. Soft Hangs
   a. Recoverable Hangs which can be due to issues in device driver loading after resume.

b. Unrecoverable Hangs or device lost while resuming resulting in Memory dump such as Blue Screen of Death (BSOD), Green Screen of Death (GSOD).

4. Hard Hangs
   a. Non Recoverable error or hang observed resulting in system not responding towards any of the user commands
   b. These issues can be due to IP hangs or Silicon hangs. Debugging done via Joint Test Action Group (JTAG).

5. Responsiveness
   a. Time taken to enter the Hibernate is more compare to the Target specified.
   b. Time taken to resume from Hibernate fails to meet the target specified.

6. Auto Wake Issues
   a. Systems wake as soon as it enters S4.
   b. System wakes from S4 after certain duration.

All failure needs a different debug approach, in order to achieve the best results. Each failure above needs dedicated effort and support to root cause and narrow down upon the exact problem causing component. At high level we can understand the debug strategy using following flow chart given in Figure 5 and aligning it with the use case based model gives us the flexibility of getting things done at much faster, organized and streamlined way. We start the debug to check if it is a hard hang and if it is the case we need to use hardware mechanisms and tool like JTAG to scan inside the silicon using its Design for Test (DFT) capabilities. If there are only soft hung seen, then we need to get it bucketed in sub-category and pursue a different method of debug regarding the same. This flow chart explains at a very high level of abstraction of a well knitted and branched out debug tree. With more and more defects the tree would fan out to utmost complexities and that is where the use case scenarios will come in handy to identify the feature dependencies and debug them as applicable.
For any platform, the flow defined can help and pinpoint what are the use cases impacted in power management domain and also the effect of same on the corresponding overlapping domains. Issue debug with the flow chart provided helps in promptly resolving and nailing the issue. This would get us also the details on the overall system coverage. Also with the methodology that we are following, it becomes easier for us to check for the hard hangs or soft hang and also follow the proper bucketing procedure as stated earlier.

Let us take a peculiar example of failure and then map it back in out flow chart and then subsequently take it further down to the abstraction level where we see the failure being pinpointed. After that we would also check for the interpretations from the coverage viewpoint what can be removed. As per the description from section IV the major thing that we have failures with hibernate flow is entry and exit from it.

We have a stress testing scenario as shown in Figure. 6 where there are back to back S4 cycles needed for qualification of platform release. During overnight stress run we see the failure, depicting a display off symptom, while system has power and other peripherals are properly in place. Then, we need to start debugging from the point where we need to identify whether the failure was while resuming or entering to the S4 state. After initial level of analysis as per the debugging flow say we zero down to the conditions saying it is soft hang with indication that while entering to S4, system went into corrupt state. After some more analysis we get to know that because of an issue with inbuilt OS drivers we are having a suspected failure.

Inferring from the above information at hand we can tell that we do not have issues with the hardware per say, be it silicon or board specific or any other third party hardware IP. We could also say that there are bunch of probable causes from the software side when we are in process of debugging. Deeper dive in the debug can then in-turn reveal, what is the exact component / entity failing and would help in getting what features are blocked owing to this failure. Once that information is available, we could then get a reduced platform test coverage as the tests involving resuming from S4 in any way would all get blocked. To quantify it we can explicitly say approximately a test plan would see reduction.

For better understanding the Figure 7 depicts the pictorial representation of the use case and also gives an idea about inferences at various levels.
VI. RESULTS & CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the methodology for alignment of system test content and gauging of the details of system coverage, how issues can be debugged efficiently and effectively. The overall essence of paper is to move from the feature centric validation and debug to the use case based approach & intuitive debug of the issues targeting platform agnosticism. The use case approach eventually helps in the easier feature test additions and also the validation at system level. Debugging and error categorization also becomes way easier if we follow this methodology. The proposed methodology can be extended to any of the systems use case wherein we can perform the respective scaling of test plans and other features checks depending on the user scenarios. A running use case example and the debug fan outs for the erroneous conditions are also presented as part of the paper.

As part of deployment of this methodology internally we have used the same approach for the previous two platforms for validation and have seen 20% reduction in validation cycle times overall. If we translate it to direct $S savings it would be around the 20% budget saving given for the platform validation. This when clubbed with various OS where individual platform validation cycle is performed amounts for a considerable amount of money. Additionally taking this methodology and furthermore AI based algorithms we have developed tools internally which takes the platform defects as inputs and provides us with the requisite test plan generated dynamically, which is a reduced set list depending on the defect trends seen in the earlier runs.
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Abstract—The manual routing of bug reports to specialized expert teams is a time-consuming and expensive process. In this paper, we investigated how this process can be automated by training deep networks and state-of-the-art classifiers from thousands of real bug reports from a software company. Different combinations of the natural language processing methods lemmatization, pos tagger, bigram and stopword removal were evaluated in the classification algorithms Linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs), multinomial naive Bayes, and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks. For feature processing we used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. Best results were obtained with a combination of the bigram method and linear SVMs. Similar prediction performance values were observed with LSTM networks that however promise to improve further with larger datasets. The bug triage tool was implemented in a microservice architecture using docker containers which allows for extending individual components and simplifies applications to other text classification problems.

Keywords—classification of text; bug reports; natural language processing; long short term memory networks; support vector machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demands of quality software products have rapidly increased and a significant amount of cost is spent on support and maintenance. Although various testing methods are used to ensure a high quality of a software, it is almost never perfect and needs to be maintained continuously. As a result software developers and teams of experts are often confronted with a stream of service requests or bug reports [1, 2]. By a bug report, we refer to code errors or misbehaviour of a software based on an error in a computer program. These reports have to be resolved by a selected team or expert. Due to the complexity of the reports, most software companies rely on human experts to assign them. This is an expensive task where for example the company who provided us with the data for this research received more than 6.8 million service requests for a single product in 2013. In a study of the Eclipse project conducted by Anvik et al. [3], it was found that on average 37 bugs are submitted per day. Moreover, three person-hours per day are required for performing the bug report assignment manually. Therefore, an automatic and efficient bug tracking tool is required to reduce human efforts or to make a bug tracking process less time consuming.

Existing learning approaches applied to such problems are based on training support vector machines or naive Bayes classifiers [4, 5]. While both approaches were shown to produce good results on small datasets [6] or in binary classification tasks [7], their application to large datasets or to online learning tasks is limited. For this problem domain, deep learning algorithms such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [8, 9] are promising alternatives which have not been used for classifying bug reports so far. We choose LSTMs because they can be trained from small datasets with less than thousand samples in contrast to alternative deep learning approaches like [10]. This benefit was shown in our evaluation.

In this paper, we compare state-of-the-art bug assignment approaches to approaches based on LSTM networks. We present thorough results on datasets of real bug reports and validate the models’ predictions with feedback collected from experts responsible for resolving the bug reports. Our findings and models can be easily extended and transferred to other text categorization problems.

In the following section, we review related work on automated bug tracking systems. In Section III, we discuss the used methods and in Section IV, we evaluate them on two datasets created from the bug reports provided by a software company. We conclude in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research investigated the detection of bug reports [11, 12], bug prioritization [13, 14], bug categorization [4, 5, 6, 7] and severity [13, 15]. In this report, we only focus on categorization and briefly review related approaches.

An important related by Xuan et al. [16] studied automatic bug triage systems based on feature selection and decision trees on the Mozilla [17] and the Eclipse [18] data sets. A good overview over data preprocessing strategies and feature modeling techniques is given. This work is based on a prior study from [19]. The discussed natural language processing techniques goes beyond the basic methods used here. However,
in contrast, we focused on the learning of the classifiers and compared LSTM networks to state of the art naive bayes and SVMs.

In [4], the authors proposed an automatic routing system to classify incoming bug reports. The goal was to develop a continuously running router with a low misclassification error. The authors gathered around 6000 reports from a large software system which were classified into eight different categories by human experts. They compared several classification approaches like naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), classification trees and k-nearest neighbor classification. Their empirical results showed that the probabilistic models, i.e., the k-nearest neighbor classification and the SVMs outperformed the others. Furthermore, the accuracy improvement with an increasing amount of training data. However, for natural language processing only the stopword removal and stemming method were evaluated.

In [5] SVMs were used to train classifiers from two datasets, i.e., the open-source Eclipse [18] and open Firefox [17] bug report collections. These datasets contained 8.655 and 9.752 bug reports. For the Firefox dataset, the developer who submitted the last patch was used for labelling the bug reports. For the Eclipse dataset, the developer’s name was used for labelling the bug reports, one who marked the bug report as “resolved”. In a case of duplicates, a name of the developer who resolved the original bug report was taken for Eclipse and Firefox. They achieved an accuracy of 64% for the Firefox dataset and a precision of 58% for the Eclipse dataset. However, they obtained only a recall value of 3% for the Firefox dataset and 10% for the Eclipse dataset. For feature selection only the bag of words method and the stopwords removal approach were evaluated.

In a related approach, [6] evaluated the approaches naive Bayes, SVMs, Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks and Random Forest on a dataset from Mozilla [17] containing 1.983 bug reports. They used a Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme for feature extraction. The best result obtained was a classification accuracy of 44.4%, a precision of 30% and a recall value of 28%.

In [7], the authors proposed using the TF-IDF feature extraction method in combination with a naive Bayes classifier. They evaluated their approach on a dataset containing 10,000 reports and classified them into security or non-security related reports. On this binary classification problem, the authors gathered around 6000 reports from a large software system which were classified into eight different categories by human experts. They compared several classification approaches like naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), classification trees and k-nearest neighbor classification. Their empirical results showed that the probabilistic models, i.e., the k-nearest neighbor classification and the SVMs outperformed the others. Furthermore, the accuracy improvement with an increasing amount of training data. However, for natural language processing only the stopword removal and stemming method were evaluated.

In [6] and [7] showed that the TD-IDF method improves the results for classification tasks. Therefore we build on these results and used the TD-IDF method as well. However, in addition we trained Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [8, 9] and tested other natural language processing methods such as lemmatization, pos tagger and bigram.

III. METHODS

In this section, we discuss the necessary parts of an automated bug assignment system. These parts are (i) natural language processing techniques that transform and normalize text into a machine learning friendly form, (ii) feature extraction approaches that convert text into vectors of numbers, and (iii) classification algorithms. An overview of how these methods are used for computing predictions of bug report assignments is sketched in Figure 2.

A. Natural Language Processing Methods

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is used to analyze, understand, and process meaning from human language. NLP is used to perform tasks, such as automatic summarization, translation, named entity recognition, relationship extraction, sentiment analysis, speech recognition, or topic segmentation. Some of the most important NLP methods, which are also used in this study are discussed here. For a more detailed review, we refer to [19, 16].

Tokenization.: Text is treated as a string that is chopped into the pieces called tokens. For example, the string 'winter is coming' is tokenized into the terms 'winter', 'is', 'coming'.

Word Boundary.: It removes the extra white spaces or punctuation from the text. However, this removal entirely depends on the domain and for that reason in most cases regular expressions are used. For example, punctuation in terms like in 'M.Sc.' might contain information depending on the context.

Lemmatization or Stemming.: The document could consist the same words in many forms such as infection, derivation, etc. Due to grammatical reasons lemmatization and stemming are used to convert different word variants into similar canonical forms. For example, the different forms of the words 'work', 'works', 'worked' and 'working' share a same stem 'work'.

Stopword Removing.: Commonly used words like 'a', 'the', 'of' etc. normally do not contain any meaningful information. So it is beneficial to remove these words from the text.

Part-of-Speech Tagging.: The POS tagger method reads the texts from the document and applies labels like 'noun', 'verb', etc. to them. For example, the string 'Heat water in a large vessel' will create the tags '(heat,VB), (water,NN), (in,IN), (a,DT), (large,JJ), (vessel,NN)'.

N-gram.: Sometimes, a group of words is more beneficial than just a single word. Here, N is the number of words in a group. When N=1 the approach is called unigram, with N=2 it is called bigram, and with N=3 it is called trigram. An example for a bigram of the string 'winter is coming' is 'Winter is', 'is coming'.

We evaluated two basic pre-processing strategies commonly used in the literature [19, 16]. These two approaches
are shown in Figure 3. The first strategy terminates the pre-processing with the bigram method. In the second sequence of applied NLP techniques, we end with the stopword removal method. For the remaining part of this paper, we will denote words in the pre-processed text by the variable $w$.

B. Feature Extraction

In NLP, the most widely used extraction methods are the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [20], the word 2 vector method [21] and the count vectorizer approach [22]. We used the TF-IDF approach which was shown to outperform the other techniques in related applications [6, 7].

The term $TF$ in the TF-IDF approach denotes the frequency count of keywords $t$ which is weighted by its importance denoted by the term $IDF$. Thus, a feature in the TF-IDF approach results from the product of the TF count with the IDF weight, i.e., $TF-IDF(t) = TF(t, d) \cdot IDF(t)$. The term-frequency TF is defined as

$$TF(t, d) = \sum_{w \in d} f(w, t),$$

where $t$ denotes a keyword and $w$ a word in text $d$. The function $f$ returns 1 for a match ($t = x$) and zero otherwise. Now, given a dataset of $K$ documents $D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_K\}$, the inverse document frequency (IDF) is defined as

$$IDF(t) = \log \frac{K}{1 + |\{d : t \in d\}|}.$$  

Here the term $|\{d : t \in d\}|$ denotes the cardinality of documents, i.e., when the condition $TF(t, d) \neq 0$ is satisfied. Note that 1 is added to the denominator to avoid a divide by zero situation.

Finally, for each bug report in dataset $D$ a feature vector for classification $x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T$ is computed by evaluating $x_n = TF-IDF(t)$ for each of the selected keywords denoted by $t$.

C. Classification Algorithms for text

In this section, we discuss the commonly used naive Bayes classifier, Linear Support Vector Machines and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks for text classification.

1) Naive Bayes Classifier: The naive Bayesian classifier is a generative linear model based on the Bayes theorem [23, 24]. Important to note is that it relies on the assumption that all the features are independent.

In the context of text classification, the probability that text $T$ belongs to a class $C$ can be expressed as $P(C|T)$, where

$$P(C|T) = \frac{P(C)P(T|C)}{P(T)},$$

The distribution $P(C)$ denotes the prior probability of class $C$, $P(T)$ is the prior probability of text $T$ and $P(C|T)$ is posterior probability that we need to compute. Given vectorized feature representations of text of the form $x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T$ the above equation can be interpreted as:

$$P(C|T) = P(C|x),$$

$$= P(C|x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N),$$

$$= \frac{P(C)P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N|C)}{P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)}.$$  

Assuming independent features for a given class the posterior distribution above factorizes to $P(C|T) \propto P(C) \prod_{k=1}^{N} P(x_k|C)$.

For a new document in a test dataset, we can compute class labels using the maximum a posteriori decision rule [25],

$$C_{map} = \arg \max \prod_{x \in C} P(C) \prod_{k=1}^{N} P(x_k|C),$$

where $P(C)$ is the prior probability of class which can be estimated as follows:

$$P(C) = \frac{\# of \text{ instances in this class}}{\# of \text{ instances in all classes}}.$$  

The presented naive Bayes approach is used for multi-class classification in our experiments.

2) Linear Support Vector Machine: SVMs are powerful and popular supervised learning approaches [26]. They can be used for both classification and regression problems though they are mostly used for classification problems. SVMs are applicable for both linear and nonlinear classification problems using kernels. However, according to related work, see for example the discussion in [20], linear support vector machines are sufficiently powerful for text classification problems.

For samples $x_k$, with class labels $c_k \in \{-1, 1\}$ for $k = 1, \ldots, N$, we compute a hyperplane which satisfies $v x_k + b = 0$. Here, $v$ is a vector orthogonal to the hyperplane and $b$ is a perpendicular distance of the hyperplane to the origin. The canonical hyperplane is observed when the condition $c_k(v x_k + b) \geq 1 \forall k$ is met.

For classification problems with more than two categories the most frequent approaches are the One-vs.-Rest method and the One-vs.-One method. In this paper, the One-vs.-Rest classifier is used for multi-class classification.

D. Long Short Term Memory Networks

LSTMs are recurrent neural networks which were proposed by Hochreiter et al. [8] to overcome the vanishing gradient problem. The ability to capture temporal correlations over long time horizons was exploited in many speech processing and deep learning applications [9]. For text categorization however, we are not aware of any study using LSTM networks for computing multi-class label predictions.
For text classification, the LSTM network is trained on a sequence of feature vectors \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N \) that update the internal hidden state denoted by \( h_k \). The corresponding output is trained to fit \( c_k \). In this paper, we used sigmoid activation functions for the input layer. We optimized for the optimal number of hidden layers, i.e., 3 and 6 layers for the two evaluated datasets as shown in the right panel in Figure 4.

For the experiments in this paper, we used an open-source framework implementation (Keras) with a training batch size of 32. The neural network model had two hidden layers with 64 neurons in the first layer and seven units with soft-max activation functions in the output layer. A dropout regularization of 25\% was used to reduce the models complexity and to prevent over-fitting. For training the categorical cross entropy loss function was used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present results of the classification models on two datasets created from the bug reports provided by a software company. We prepared a small dataset with 1215 reports and a large dataset with 7346 samples, which is illustrated in Figure 5. The bug reports in the small dataset were already processed by the expert teams and had therefore labels or class assignments. For the large dataset we had to generate labels. The denote this manual labelling process by the keyword algorithm for the remainder of this paper.

Manual data labelling: To generate a larger dataset, a keyword algorithm was used to manually generate labels. As first step, experts assigned keywords to just submitted and therefore unprocessed bug reports. The algorithm looks for matches to fixed sets of keywords dedicated to each of the specialized support teams. Labels were thereafter created based on the maximum number of occurrences of experts’ keywords. In case of equal counts, a random team assignment was generated.

A. The effect of the number of used features

We used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method which is discussed in Section III-B for feature selection. In Figure 6, we show the classification performance values for the three classification methods SVM, LSTM and naive Bayes (NB) for an increasing number of used features. The stopwords removal and the bigram methods were used for the pre-processing of the bug reports.

According to Figure 6, we observe that a linear SVM outperforms the multinomial naive Bayes and the LSTM network in general. The best accuracy values for multinomial naive Bayes, linear SVM and the LSTM network obtained were 0.479, 0.574 and 0.529 with 600, 7900 and 6700 features respectively.

B. Comparison of the Prediction Models

On the small dataset all three classification methods correctly classified 47.9 → 57.2\% of the test samples. Note that these results are significantly better than random assignments (14.3\% for seven classes). For the large dataset the performances ranged from 68.6 → 77.6\%. For this experiments the optimal number of features for each classifier was used as evaluated in the previous subsection.

We also evaluated the effect of two commonly used pre-processing approaches that were discussed in Subsection III-B. With the term ‘nlp1’ we denote the application of the stopwords removal and the bigram methods and with the term ‘nlp2’ we denote the the combination of the pos tagger, lemmatization and stopword removal methods. As shown in Figure 7, no significant difference in the classification performance could be found. However, the orchestration of methods denoted by ‘nlp2’ is favoured because of computational reasons.

C. Verification of the automatically labeled bug reports

The ‘large dataset’ relied on the assumption that correct labels could be automatically created using a keyword algorithm. The keywords were provided by experienced support engineers who were also asked to validate the predictions of our three trained classifiers. A feedback engine was implemented and combinations of pre-processing and classification techniques in the two datasets. We conclude by verifying the assumption of the creation of the additional labels for the large dataset. For that human experts rated the predictions of our models. All presented statistics were obtained through running 100 experiments with 79% of the samples randomly selected as training set and 21% as test set.
the experts rated our models’ predictions of additional 132 bug reports which were not used for training.

The results are shown in Figure 8. For SVMs 70.23\% of these new reports were correctly assigned to one of the seven teams. For LSTMs 67.94\% of the assignments were correct. The na"ive Bayes approach generated 62.6\% of correct labels. Note that the predictions of the keyword algorithm could only classify 42.75\% of the reports correctly. These predictions and results were perceived as very helpful and will save substantial resources in the future for performing bug report assignments.

D. Specific Feature Selection.

We also evaluated accuracy values for different number of features by applying Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. For the ‘large dataset’ the results are shown in Figure 9.

V. Conclusion

Every year software companies receive millions of service requests that have to be resolved by specialized expert teams. The assignment of the requests is traditionally done by human experts. First attempts in automatic routing of service requests are based on training Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and na"ive Bayes multi-class classifier [4, 3, 7]. However, these approaches are computationally and memory demanding for large datasets and thus of limited practical use for large software companies.

In this work, we investigated the performance of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks which can be trained from millions of samples. We evaluated different combinations of natural language processing methods such as lemmatization, pos tagger, N-gram and stopword removal and tested different numbers of features ranging from 200 to 400.000. We found that for small datasets with 1215 reports, SVMs achieved the best classification performance. Out of 256 bug reports of a test set, 57.2 ± 0.028\% were correctly assigned to one of the seven expert teams. In contrast with LSTMs only 52.9 ± 0.026\% were correctly assigned. Here, the ± symbol denotes the standard deviation computed from 100 runs.

Interestingly, with an increasing number of training samples LSTM networks achieved similar classification results. This was shown in training from a larger dataset with 7346 samples. Here SVMs correctly classified 77.6 ± 0.009\% and LSTM 75.3 ± 0.009\%. Given that LSTM networks were used with millions of samples in deep learning approaches we expect them to outperform SVMs with larger datasets. This assumption will be tested in near future as the framework is constantly used to collect new service requests, i.e., during the time writing this report 2000 additional request were obtained. Moreover, we plan to compare our pre-processing methods, feature extraction strategies and deep network classifier to different text categorization problems.
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Abstract—in this article, we describe the work we did to validate a case study application that includes a learning feature. Our objective was to express properties that can be used for testing or monitoring the quality of the application, taking to account the learning dimension. To express relevant properties, we had to modify the architecture of the application to add supplementary outputs. They indicate whether the learning phase is achieved or not, and if the system notices some significant changes in the environmental conditions. Here, we report on the lessons learnt about this process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming more and more important in software systems. Learning ability for new apps or systems is a promise of a personalised experience for every user based on individual preferences. Thus, the user’s satisfaction is expected to be improved.

For example, authentication facilities are now offered for smart-phones that learn and recognise the user’s face [1]. Virtual personal assistants are able to learn the user voice to satisfy the voice commands. AI systems send recommendations for shopping [2]. Self-driving cars are travelling more and more kilometres.

However, safety or security problems are regularly reported for those applications. For example, researchers were able to send secret audio instructions undetectable to the human ear to Apples SIRI, Amazons Alexa and Googles Assistant [3]. Tay, a chatbot created for 18- to 24- year-olds in the U.S. for entertainment purposes, caused subsequent controversy when the bot began to post inflammatory and offensive tweets through its Twitter account, forcing Microsoft to shut down the service only 16 hours after its launch [4] [5]. A woman was killed by a self-driving car in Arizona in March 2018 [6].

Those reported problems make AI more suspicious for users and increase the need for validation, verification, and even certification. However, learning features make software system much more difficult to validate [7]. Indeed, while learning the user’s habits or the environmental characteristics, the system behaviour is evolving in an unpredictable way [5]. Specification becomes somehow tricky to express, which impacts the validation procedures.

In this article, we report the lessons learnt from the validation of a case study application that includes a learning feature. To be able to express properties that can be used for testing or monitoring, we had to modify the design of the systems. In Section II, we first report on some related works dedicated to the validation of machine learning algorithms and systems that include such algorithms. We then detail our case study (Section III) and the expression of properties (Section IV). We discuss the lessons learnt in Section V.

II. MACHINE LEARNING AND VALIDATION

In this section, we successively consider the validation of Machine Learning algorithms, the validation at the system level and the testability point of view.

A. Validation of the algorithms

There is a large variety of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms dedicated to different applications. For example, classification ones are used for classifying discrete inputs into predefined categories. Clustering algorithms are used to group similar inputs (into clusters). Regression analysis is used for prediction and forecasting.

A ML algorithm is expected to predict well after training. This property is called generalisation. The first step of the validation is thus to check the quality of the prediction, also called performance of the ML algorithm. This can be compared to the functional validation step in software engineering, which aims to ensure that a program is doing well what it is supposed to do.

Performance measures are specific to the algorithm class that is considered. For pattern recognition and binary classification, it is evaluated through precision, recall and F-measure (the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall) [8]. They are based on the count of true/false positive/negative verdicts. True (resp. False) verdict are used to differentiate when the answer of the system recognises (or not) the input. Positive (resp. negative) verdict states whether the answer is correct or not. For algorithms such as classification and regression, generalisation error can be evaluated to measure how accurately the algorithms are able to predict outcome values for previously unseen data [9].
Other properties can also be expected for ML algorithms. Stability evaluates how much a ML algorithm is perturbed by small changes to its inputs: the predictions of a stable algorithm will not be very affected if the inputs change just a little bit [10]. For a large class of learning algorithms, notably empirical risk minimisation algorithms, certain types of stability ensure good generalisation. Training speed, efficiency, compactness are also dimensions that can be evaluated, especially to compare different algorithms.

Several methods are proposed to evaluate the quality of the algorithms. In holdout evaluation, data available for training are split into two sets, one for the training itself, the second one for the validation [11]. This can be done randomly or may involve more complex sampling methods.

Cross-validation denotes a set of more sophisticated validation methods. Basically, they consist in dividing the dataset into equally sized groups of instances (called folds). The learning algorithm is then applied several times, each time using the union of all subsets but one, which is used as a test set [12]. The cross-validation methods are different from one another by the way to build the folds and to use them. To produce the learning set, some test methods can be applied [13] [14].

Learning and validation with cross-validation approaches can give very good results. However, they are mainly dedicated to situations “in the lab”. For “in the wild” cases, i.e., for real-world situations where applications learn from the final user after installation, simpler approaches might have to be applied due to lack of time or data. Poorer results are observed [15]. For this reason, it is necessary to consider also the quality of the final system considered as a whole.

B. Validation of the final system

Validation of a system that includes some learning feature is difficult. As said previously, the final usage of the application is not easily predictable since it varies with respect to the environment. Sometime, even for one specific user, her needs may evolve with the time. This makes specification impossible to express with precision [7] [16]. For the same reasons, it is usually not possible to assess the environment characteristics of the final system precisely.

In [17], authors use simulations to evaluate the quality of an online adaptive system for electric wheelchairs that learn to avoid obstacles. For this specific application, some safety properties are easy to express, e.g., the wheelchair should not enter in collision with any obstacles. However, the quality of the learning is more difficult to assess with a property. So, the authors evaluated the path smoothness of the wheelchair manually in different environments, based on a comparison of two algorithms.

In [18], authors focus on the validation of learning features embedded in applications dedicated to intelligent inhabited environments. They performed experiments in which an intelligent application learned and adapted itself to the user behaviour, while she stayed in a real equipped flat for five days. Here again, the quality of the learning feature is assessed by a comparison of the results of different algorithms.

Model-checking approach has been used in [19]. Authors focus on the safety and robustness validation of vision systems that can be used for self-driving cars. One of the considered safety properties is that “self-driving cars steering angle should not change significantly for the same road under different lighting conditions”. To evaluate this invariant, authors propose a framework that transforms a given image with different transformation functions (e.g., rotation). The objective is to assess the quality of the final application (after learning) by analysing how often the invariant is violated.

In [20], authors advocate the usage of quantitative verification at run-time to identify and even predict requirement violations, in addition to off-line verification for the self-adaptive feature, but it is not clear how to adapt them for specifying properties on learning.

In [21], authors advocate the usage of metamorphic testing to ease the problem of the oracle expression ML applications. Metamorphic testing aims at creating new test cases from the existing ones thanks to a transformation. Well chosen, the transformation approximates the expected outputs of the new tests based on the expected outputs of the old ones.

Beyond the expression of the expected properties (and/or the metamorphic relations), system testing remains difficult to apply, especially because it requires to control the input of the system [22]. For instance, testing an intelligent home application that regulates the home temperature may require to be able to modify the home temperature by other means, to check that the system under test reacts correctly. Overheating a room in winter to check that the air-conditioner can cool it correctly is often unacceptable.

For this reason, the final system is often tested in a simulated environment before deployment [23]. For a validation after deployment, monitoring is often preferred [24] [25]. It consists in observing the outputs of the system without controlling the inputs.

C. A software engineering viewpoint of testability

Testability denotes the ability of a system to be tested [26]. Initially, testability was defined for hardware components. For software systems, several definitions have been proposed. In [27], testability is defined as the effort needed for testing. For Binder, testability is the relative ease and expense of revealing software faults [28]. Other definitions allow a quantitative evaluation of the testing effort [29] or represents the probability to observe an error at the next execution if there is a fault in the program [30].

Being able to characterise and to produce testable systems has become a preoccupation more and more important for software companies. It often means to increase the ability to observe the internal behaviours of the system under test (observability) and/or to increase the ability to control the system under test (controllability).

The case study that follows was a source of reflection for the expression of properties that can be used for testing oracle or
monitoring. To express them, we had to modify the application design. In the following, we first describe the case study. We then show how the expression properties impacted the design.

III. CASE STUDY

A. The application under test

Our case study is an “intelligent air-conditioner” (iAC). It controls a traditional air-conditioner and offers a planning functionality.

The traditional air-conditioner can be switched on and off. It has three modes: Cooling, Heating and Idle. The AC enters the Cooling mode if the observed temperature is beyond the required temperature of more than one degree. It enters in the Heating mode if the observed temperature is below the required temperature of more than one degree. It enters in the Idle mode when the observed temperature is equal to the required one ± 0.5. The required temperature can only be set between 17 and 27°C.

The planning functionality allows the user to set a timer value above which the room temperature is expected to be equal to a specified one. To make this possible, the system includes an intelligent feature that learns how long it takes to warm or to cool the room (room thermal inertia).

The life-cycle of the iAC software is depicted at an abstract level in Figure 1. It is composed of two main phases, which denote the time before and after the deployment of the application, and called respectively development and operation phases. The learning is carried out once the iAC is installed in the user house, i.e. during the operation phase.

This case study is an example of a system “in the wild”: it is not possible to achieve training on an pre-existing data set nor is it possible to apply cross validation methods. It is also difficult to achieve testing at system level (i.e., on a real installation) because the environment of the system is hardly controllable for the reasons given Section II-B.

Our objective is thus to achieve monitoring of the system execution in order to check that the system behaviours are adequate. By monitoring, we mean that an external program will periodically check that the inputs and outputs of the iAC satisfy the expected behaviours. We especially want to detect if the learning phase carried out during operation leads to unacceptable behaviours (to prevent situations such as Tay chatbox [5]).

The difficulty relies in expressing what are the adequate behaviours, i.e., to express the right specification/properties. Intuitively, the user expects that the the planning functionality works correctly (the required temperature should be reached on schedule). This means that the learning feature should learn correctly the thermal inertia. Of course, at the beginning, the system can fails, but the errors should be less and less with the time. The user could expect that the learning does not last too long. Another important requirement of the planning functionality is that it is supposed to spend as less energy as possible to achieve the chosen temperature: i.e., it should switch-on the AC just on time w.r.t. the room thermal inertia.

B. The validation harness

As said previously, our case study aims at providing support to express some expected properties of a system with learning abilities. We use a simulation approach such as in [17] to valid the properties. The validation harness thus consists of a simulator and an environment component, which are controlled by a JUnit test (see Figure 2).

The system under test is developed in Java. The learning feature was implemented as an ad-hoc algorithm. It has no importance by itself, since the system is considered as a black-box for the validation point of view [22].

The environment component aims at simulating the room temperature evolution, which is read by the temperature sensors of AC and iAC. It is possible to modify the room inertia rules during the simulation to fake some environment changes (e.g., outside temperature, opened windows). The simulator is responsible for the validation progress. It includes:

- initialisation methods, to create, initialise and connect the iAC, AC and environment components,
- property methods (also called oracle methods), in which expected properties of the system under test are expressed
- a “step” method that deals with the evolution of the system for a given time lapse. During one “step”, the simulator checks the state of the AC and asks the environment to update according to equation (1).

\[
\text{temp} = \begin{cases} 
\text{temp} + \delta_1 & \text{if AC is On and Heating} \\
\text{temp} - \delta_2 & \text{if AC is On and Cooling} \\
\text{temp} - \delta_3 & \text{if AC is Idle or Off}
\end{cases} 
\]

The simulator is solicited with a JUnit test file, in which it is possible to specify a modification of \( \delta_1 \), \( \delta_2 \) and \( \delta_3 \) during the simulation. In this test file, it is also possible to evaluate...
the value of the oracle properties as JUnit assertions. Thus, if one of these properties is violated during the simulation, JUnit raises a Fail.

IV. EXPRESSING PROPERTIES

Our intelligent AC has to achieve the basic properties expected for an AC. Informally, this means that when the AC is On, “it should heat (resp. cool) the room when it is in its Heating mode (resp. Cooling mode)”, and “it is supposed to be in the Heating (resp. Cooling) mode when the room temperature is substantially below (resp. above) the expected one”. Besides, the iAC has to manage the timer feature correctly: the expected temperature should be reached on time. Moreover, it is supposed to spend as less energy as possible to achieve the chosen temperature. In the following, we focus on the validation of the intelligent feature.

Let us first consider \( P \), a property stating that the room temperature should be equal to the expected one when the timer is elapsed. Considering the imprecision of the measure, such a property can be expressed as:

\[
(P): \quad \text{iAC.timerElapsed} \Rightarrow \ | \text{env.temp} - \text{iAC.requiredTemp} | < 0.5
\]

where \( \text{iAC.timerElapsed} \) is a Boolean variable that is true exactly when the time is elapsed and false otherwise, \( \text{env.temp} \) is the observed environment temperature, and \( \text{iAC.requiredTemp} \) is the user required temperature. The imprecision tolerance was arbitrary fixed to 0.5 here without a loss of generality.

To check if the system spends as less energy as possible, it is possible to monitor how often the AC switches from the Idle state to an active one (Heating or Cooling), from the moment where the timer is set until it is elapsed. To compute this, we added the \( \text{sim.iSwitch} \) attribute in the simulator component. It is computed like an observer property. Ideally, \( \text{sim.iSwitch} \) value should be 0 when the time is elapsed, but some flexibility could also be acceptable. Indeed, having too restrictive properties could provoke unnecessary fail verdicts. For this reason, we chose the following property:

\[
(Q): \quad \text{iAC.timerElapsed} \Rightarrow \text{sim.iSwitch} \leq 1
\]

Moreover, it would be inefficient from an energetic point of view to cool the room just after heating it (or conversely). To capture those situations, in an identical way than previously, it is possible to monitor the number of switches from Heating to Cooling states (and conversely), and to express a property on the maximum number of changes while a timer is active.

One problem with the previous properties is that they can raise false negative verdicts, i.e., they can be violated even if the system is correct. Three situations have been identified during our tests: (1) the user tries to fix an unfeasible timer, (2) the environmental characteristics have changed during the execution (e.g., a door or window which had been left open), or (3) the training of the system is not achieved.

To fix the situation (1), we modify the iAC program, to make timer activation possible only when the system evaluates that it has enough time to reach the required temperature within the delay. If it has not, a notification is sent to the user, and the AC is switched-on immediately. It has no impact on the former properties because the timer is not activated in this situation.

To fix situations (2) and (3), we need to know whether the training is achieved and if the environmental conditions have changed during the execution. To get that information, we modify the system design to have two new Boolean outputs. The first one, \( \text{iAC.stillLearning} \), is true as long as the system considers that its training is not achieved. The second one, \( \text{iAC.envModification} \), is true if the system noticed significant changes in the environmental conditions while it was trying to achieve the timer requirement, and false otherwise.

Thanks to these two outputs, it is possible to rewrite \( P \) and \( Q \) properties so that a failure occurs only if they are violated after the training end and if the environmental characteristics are the same as those which were learnt.

\[
(P'): \quad \text{not } P \Rightarrow ( \text{iAC.stillLearning} \lor \text{iAC.envModification} )
\]

\[
(Q'): \quad \text{not } Q \Rightarrow ( \text{iAC.stillLearning} \lor \text{iAC.envModification} )
\]

It is worth noting that \( \text{iAC.stillLearning} \) is an important feedback about the system’s learning ability. It allows expressing several properties about the quality of the learning feature. For instance, if the system stays in the state \( \text{iAC.stillLearning} \) after using the timer feature “a lot of” times, it may denote a difficulty. Of course, the acceptable learning time (i.e., number of activations) has to be defined.

Let \( \text{iAC.nbActivation} \) be the number of activations of the timer since the iAC installation. The following \( L \) property is a way to express a too long training process (5 being chosen arbitrarily):

\[
(L): ( \text{iAC.nbActivation} > 5 ) \land \text{iAC.timerElapsed} \Rightarrow \text{not iAC.stillLearning}
\]

Similarly, \( \text{iAC.envModification} \) can be used to evaluate the learning feature quality. If it is true “too often”, it may denote that the system is not able to predict the environment behaviours correctly. In the case of our case-study, the room thermal inertia is susceptible to strongly depends on the door’s state (i.e., if it is open or close). If the system is not aware of the door status, it may be not able to learn the thermal inertia properly. The analysis of the \( \text{iAC.envModification} \) variations is a possible way to detect such a situation.

It can be noticed that a system that refuses any timer will be correct with respect to the previous properties (because \( \text{iAC.timerActivated} \) will never be set to true). To
detect such behaviours, we modified the simulator. Each time a timer is set, the simulator captures the notification of the system (acceptance or rejection of the timer). If the system accepts the timer, nothing is done: the previous properties will catch abnormal situations. If the system refuses the timer, the simulator starts a specific timer counter.

If the expected temperature is reached at the end of the timer in normal conditions (not \((\text{IAC.stillLearning} \lor \text{IAC.envModification})\)), the system may have been too pessimistic, and a counter value is incremented. It is then possible to express a property that is false if the pessimistic refusal rate is higher than a given threshold.

V. LESSONS LEARNT

With this work, our objective was to assess the quality of the learning feature when embedded in the final system. In this context, the issue is to guarantee that the intelligent part of the system does what exactly it is expected to do: i.e., to provide the right indications to take decisions and/or that it carries out the appropriate actions.

Being able to validate the learning feature is tricky because it is not possible to anticipate the usage and the environmental conditions of the system under consideration. Moreover, classical validation methods such as cross-validation or output comparison of several algorithms may not be possible to achieve. Monitoring the system behaviour is possible as long as expected properties can be expressed.

To evaluate what kind of properties it is possible to express to qualify learning, we carried out a case study. Beyond the specificity of the considered application, it has been possible to elaborate general lessons.

The system is supposed to learn from its environment and/or from its users, but sometimes, conditions are changing, either occasionally or for a long time. It is essential to design the system in such a way that it can (1) detect those changes and (2) provide feedback when they occur.

This has two advantages. First, it is possible to use this feedback to express more accurate properties, and thus limit the number of false negative verdicts in the process of testing or monitoring. Second, it is possible to use this feedback to detect the inappropriate behaviour of the learning feature (for instance when training lasts too long or when the system always concludes that the conditions are changing).

Thus, designing a system with learning feature should not consist only in inserting an algorithm upon an existing system. One has to think about what kind of properties the new feature has to satisfy, after what the design should include the outputs necessary to evaluate them. This is necessary not only for the validation step but also to achieve transparency and accountability of the system [31]. This approach is called "design for testability" in software engineering [32].

The reader should note that providing feedback about learning achievement and environment evolution is something that goes beyond adding outputs. Learning features are often packed into independent modules that do not offer these outputs by default. So “design for testability” impacts the design of the learning features, before the system by itself.

Moreover, to judge the quality of a learning feature, it seems to us that safety and liveness property were a little bit too restrictive. We needed to be able to consider the evolution of different attributes during a period, from a statistical point of view, to capture suspicious behaviours. Typically, one could observe by this means the user satisfaction. As underlined in [16], the user might be the only possible oracle to judge the quality of the system outputs. If the user satisfaction is also collected, it will be possible to detect when it is mostly negative, and thus denote some learning troubles or inadequacy of the system w.r.t. the needs.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this article, we report on a case study carried out to evaluate how a learning feature can be validated when embedded in a more global system. We chose to apply a monitoring approach, consisting in observing the outputs of the system during the execution to detect inconsistent behaviours. The difficulty was to express properties able to detect relevant failures related to the learning process.

The most important conclusion we have from this work is that the expected properties of the system should be considered during the design. While doing that, outputs necessary to evaluate those properties have to be included, otherwise, the final validation would be difficult. This impact the learning features by themselves, which, most of the time, provide results in a non-transparent way. Being able to provide feedback on the internal learning algorithm behaviour is the key to be able to validate the system, and to debug it if needed.

The work presented here has been carried out on a simple example. As perspective, we will validate other real systems that include learning feature, such as [33].

Notes and Comments: This work has been funded by the project CNRS-PICS 6999 and LIG emergence iCASATE project.
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